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We show that every polyhedral map on the torus is the union of two face-disjoint 
subcomplexes that are annuli. Furthermore the two annuli can be chosen such that all vertices 
of the polyhedral map lie in one annuiu s. Similar decomposition theorems are proved for the 
Klein bottle and projective plane. As a coroilary, we prove that the polyhedral maps on these 
surfaces are isomorphic to maps obtained by making identifications on the boundary complexes 
of 3-dimensional polytopes. 
An important heorem abed t 3-dimensional convex polytopes states that each 
two vertices can be joined by a path that never returns to a facet once it leaves it 
[4]. Such paths are called IV” paths. This result has been extended to certain maps 
on the projective plane [ 11. 
In this paper we consider circuits that never return to a face once they leave it. 
Such circuits we call IV, circuits. Using such circuits we can show that a polyhedral 
map M on the torus is the union of two face disjoint subcomplexes of
li. We shall prove a similar decomposition theorem for the Kl 
e IV, circuits will also be used to show that polyhedral maps on these surfaces 
can be obtained from the boundary complexes of convex 3-dimensional polytopes 
by making certain identifications. 
If G is a graph embedded in a manifold then the closure of a connected 
- G is called f=ce of G. If every face is a cell 
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It follows from a theorem of the author [Z] that the graphs of polyhedral maps 
are 3-connected. 
y a path in a graph we mean a sequence of vertices v1 212, . = . , v, such t 
vi’s are distinct and ViVi+l is an edge for 1 s i s n - 1. y a circuit we mean a path 
where v,vl is also an edge = r convenience, we will regard a ath as the union of 
its edges. 
is a path in a graph G then P[a, b] is the portion of joining vertices a and 
P(a, b) is P[a, b] with vertices a and b removed. I and b are vertices of 
a circuit then there are two paths along C from a to b. If c is a third vertex of C, 
then C[a, c, b] is the path from a to b containing c while C[a, -c, b] is the path 
from a to b not containing c. 
Let C be a circuit in a graph G in a mani . Suppose R[a, b] is a path 
along C such that for some face F, a and b are on and R[a, b] together with a 
path along F from Q to b bounds a subset of that is an open cell. The path 
[a, b] is called a planar revisit of C to the face 
Suppose R[a, b] is a path along C with a and b on a face F and R(a, 3) missing 
h that W together with either path along F from a to b does not bound a cell 
and such that some other path Q[c, d] along C disjoint from R has the same 
s for the face F. call R[a, b] a nonplanar evisit. 
b] is a revisit of o a face F we say that R involves a and 6. Let P be a 
maximal subpath of C along F ending at a. The other endpoint of P will be 
enoted fi and the path P will be denoted aa’. It is possible, of course, that ii = a. 
If C is a circuit without revisits in a graph in a manifold, then C is called a W, 
circuit. 
If C is a circuit in a manifold M then we say C is planar if it bounds a subset of 
hat is a cell, otherwise C is nonplanar. 
n our figures, graphs in the torus or lein bottle will be represented as graphs 
in a rectangle with c;lposite edges identified. Graphs in the projective plane will 
be represented as graphs on a disc with ipodai points identified. 
Since our arguments for the torus and in bottle often refer to an annulus or 
abius strip obtained by cutting the manifold we shall sometimes how the graph 
in these surfaces as well as in the rectangle representations. 
then it has a nonplanar 
ore nonplanar evisits than C. 
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all of C’ except I+, [a, b] lies outsi ny new revisit created by this 
acement must, f both &(a., 6) and C - G[a, 6 
ch is impossible has fewer planar revisits than C 
ch is a contradiction, thus C has planar revisits. 0 
. Every polyhedral manifold that is not a sphere has a circuit that is 
nonplanar. 
Suppose very circuit bounding a cell A with a 
maximum number of faces of Let F be a face of ng in the complement of 
A and meeting a face in A on an edge. Since C 
e of F meeting C at a vertex x but not lying on 
A we can eventually return to vertex of C other 
can be drscontisictcd by removing x contradicting the 3-connectedness of the 
graphj. 
e now have a path P[x, y] with x and y on C an 
If P together with either path from x to y alon 
with one of the paths along C from x to y is a planar circuit that contradicts the 
maximality of C. Cl 
. Let G be a graph embedded in a 2- .manifoM n& such that its faces are 
cells, and let E * be a cellular subcomplex of whose boundary is P, Cp P2 U Q, 
where PI and P2 are edge disjoint paths and Q is either a vertex belonging to P, and 
Pz or a path edge disjoint from P, and Pa. Let Pi and Pz meet at a vertex c, PI and 
Q meet at a vertex b and P2 and Q meet at vertex b (where it might be that b = 0’). 
1” no face of G meets both Q and c then there is a path in E, meeting the boundary 
of E only at its endpoints eand f with e on P,(b, c) and f on P#, c). 
Let n be the minimum number of faces in a counterexample and let A be 
a counterexample with n faces. Let C = P, U P2 U Q. Let E be an edge of PI and 
let F be a face of A containing E. Tk boundary of F cannot contain all of PI 
because then F nzcr-ib Q and c, a, s wc Can choose an c ge El = xy of A meeting 
PI at x with El not lying on “We now tiW& a! g E, from x to y and 
continue along the boundary of F until we again reach C vertex t. 
ath thus traverse ote that z +x because if it were 
edge of F. 
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Case 2. z E Q 
R this case, the subcomplex bounded by P&, c) U 
faces and satisfies the hypotheses. Again, the desire 
ath in the original. 
is the desired path. Cl 
e Every has a nonplanar w, circuit. 
t C be a nonplanar circuit in with no planar revisits, and suppose 
sit of C to a face F. along C to produce 
o circuits Cr and C, w identified form C in 
ith C1 in either a vertex or a path, for otherwise C has 
I). The same holds for Q,, the intersection of F with C*. 
from QI to 6 along F that does not intersect C at vertices 
other than Q and d (see Fig. 1). e modify C by replacing [a, b] U bd with r 
reducing a nonplanar circuit C’ 
Suppose 6’ has a new nonplanar evisit (i.e., one that is not a nonplanar evisit 
0 this revisit be &[c, 61 to a face F1, One vertex, say c, would have to lie 
o d would have to lie on C[a, -6, d] there are two possibilities. 
Cae 1. d lies on Cz (as in Fig. 2) 
this case the revisit is planar. 
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Fig. 1. 
e 2. arates g and h on C[& b, Q 
cannot happea 
se f 
Fig. 2. 
b a 
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with no new nonpla 
mma 1 can be us 
a,rrive at a non 
a, b] removed. 
process we will 
Every has a nonplanar w, circuit. 
ere are three types of nonplanar circuits possible in . Circuits of Type 
tting along the ci Circuits of 
that cutting along iibius strip. 
Circuits of Type III are those such that cutting along the circuit produces two 
iibius strips. 
Let C be a nonplanar circuit without planar revisits in 
Case 1, C is of Type I 
Suppose C has a nonplanar revisit R[a, b] to a face F. e cut along C 
producing an annulus bounded by circuits CI and Cz. As in Theorem 1, the 
intersections of F with Cr and C2 are vertices or paths. 
From the definition of nonplanar revisit there are a 
revisits to F one involving a and b and one involv 
that a and b are chosen such t replacing C - 
produces a circuit C’ as in Fig. 4. w any new revi 
and a vertex of R[a, b]. In this case all such revisits are planar (see Fig. 4). 
Case 2. C is of Type I 
cut along C producing a X. As in Theorem 1 the intersection 
ith the boundary of X is o coc,lected sets, either vertices or 
produce a new circuit C’ by replacing [a, b] U bd by a pat 
from a to 6 (see 
Let the two subpaths of C in the iibius strip front a to 6, missing b, be 4 Jnd 
with rz meeting F at 6 and a’. Any new nonplana 
on r and d on either r1 or & As in th orem 1, ifdison 
lanar. If al is on F1 we may m 
B 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
t the vertices of P in th 
Bet the correspondiq Eaces iti M3 
:~idv--E. Ef 
v is a vertex of F, +1 
a 
Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 8. 
annulus if - C has a disconnected boundary and is a 
Q connected boundary. 
Let F be a face of t P be a maximal subpath of C 
ut no other face. If C - 
* corresponding to Vi. Similarly, t nion of the faces corresponding to 
edges el and e,, _ 1. The 
would meet at a vertex 
or an annulus. 
, then there i5 a s 
the union of t 
is fol core a 5. 
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Suppose not. Let C be a nonplanar w, circuit. We treat two cases: 
there is a nonp r annulus A consisting of the faces of 
* corresponding to the vertices of C. t C* be a bounding circuit of A. 
easily seen that any revisits to C* must y a theorem of the autho 
* is also a polyhedral map thus by using the modifications in Lemma 1 we can 
get a wv circuit C’ in * homotopic to and thus homotopic to C. Now, in 
there is an annulus c isting of faces 0 corresponding to vertices of C’. 
Now, since M has a subcomplex that is an annulus we can let B be an annular 
subcomplex with a maximum number of faces of In the complement of 
there must be a path joining two vertices of the boundary of B (as in the 
P[x, y] must join two vertices on different 
for otherwise B could be enlarged (note that 
the complement of is also an annulus) contradicting its maximality. 
ected there is a path Q[z, w] in joining two 
vertices, one on each component of ?he boundary of 3 
Now the paths P, Q and paths from z to w and x to y on the boundary of B 
give the desired circuit (see Fig. 9). 
Case 2. C is of T 
obius strips produced when we cut along C. 
I we can show that there is a path P in 
intersecting the boundary of A at its endpoints such that P together with any 
subpa f the boundary of A does not bound a cell. Thus cu 
chang to a cell (see Fig. 10). Now we modify C as shown in 
desired circuit. III 
, then contains a w, circuit of Type 11. 
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a 
a 
Fig. 10. 
f. Since both modifications in Case 2 of the proof of lhXX3ITl 2 produce a 
circuit of Type II and since the modifications in Lemma 1 do not change the type 
of the circuit, we are done if we can start with a circuit of Type II. By Lemma 6 
wecandoso. Cl 
. Every 
subco.mplexes. 
is the union of two face d&joint bius strip 
This follows from Lemmas 7 and 5. El 
e note that the corresponding decomposition theorem for the projective 
plane is trivial because the complement of a face is a 
Every is isomorphic to a complex obtained by identifying the 
bound@ circuits of two faces of a 3-polytope. 
along a nsnplana. r +42 Arrra;* P Tkc3 rm211lt ic 0 m-a v VlLIUCe L'S a*..* *w""aC " w ..,ph embedded 
the eirc;mit split ints the two bounding circuits Cd and C, of 
A. If we embed A in the plane then we have a planar 
bounding circuits of faces p;1 and 6 of 63 (one of whit 
ow since C is a wV circuit, the inte 
h or a vertex and since we have r 
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Let P be a polygon and let h be a homeomorphism of p to a circle S. If we 
identify points of P by the rule that points x and y are identified if and only if A(X) 
and h(y) are antipodal points of S we shall call this a cross identification of P. 
e Every M is isomorphic to a complex obtained by cross 
identifying one face of a 3-polytope. 
e cut along a nonplanar W, circuit and the proof is essentially the 
same as in Theorem 6. Cl 
Every M is isomorphic to a complex obtained by applying a 
cross idejiti&ation to a face of a PPPM. 
e cut M along a W, circuit C of Type II. Next we glue a cell F to the 
boundary of the resulting iibius strip and coalesce any 2-valent vertices on the 
boundary of the strip as in the above argument. Since C is a W, circuit, we have 
produced a polyhedral manifold (in this case a projective plane). M is obtained by 
cross identifying the face F. 0 
. Every KPP M is isomorphic to a complex obtained by applying cross 
identifications to TWO faces of a 3-polytope. 
This follows from Theorems 7 and 8. 0 
Finally we 
miltonian 
prove a theorem about Hamiltonian paths. A path 
path provided it contains each vertex of the graph. 
in a graph is a 
pat-hi 
. Each 5-connected triangulation T of the toras has a Hamiltonian 
y Theorem 4, T contains a subcomplex that is an annulus A. By a 
nal of A we mean an edge of T not on the boundary of A but with endpoints 
nent of its boundary. By rep1 ’ ortions of the boundary of 
may eventually reach an ann without diagonals. 
annulus without diagonals containing a maximum number of 
treat two cases: 
ementary annulus have all of their vertices on their 
ices of T lie on tile bounding circuits of A’. Using 
ex on one circuit to a vertex on 
can be constructed. 
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Case 2. One of the two annuli, A’ or its complement has an interior vertex (i.e., 
one not on its boundary). e let A” be an annulus with interior vertices and no 
diagonals containing a maximum number of vertices of T. We shall show that A” 
contains all vertices of T. 
Suppose not. Let x be a vertex not in A”. Since T is S-connected there are five 
path PI, . . . , P5 from x to an interior vertex y of A” meeting only at x and y. 
Let C1 and C2 be the bounding circuits of A”. Let x1, x2, . . . , x5 be the first 
vertices on the bottndary of A” encountered trave ng PI, . . . , Ps from AC to y. 
Three of the xi’s are on the same bounding circuit. shall assume x1, x2 and x3 
are on Cr. Each two of the paths fl(x, Xi) together with a path al 
bound a cell. We shall assume that the vertices are labeled such tha 
P3(x, x3) U Cl[xl, x2, x3] bounds a cell X containing P2(x, x,j. 
Let I$,..., Fk be the faces of T that meet x2 ana do not lie in A’. The set 
p;;b- U Fk is a cell lying in X, thus the path I$ consisting of the edges of 
F,, l l . , Fk that do irot meet x2 misses C2. Since A has no diagonals, P4 meets C1 
only at its endpoints which we shall call z and w. Now, replacing Cljz, x2, w] by 
P4 produces a new circuit C; which together with C2 bounds a larger annulus A* 
with interior vertices. The annulus A* has no diagonals lying inside A * because 
A’ had no diagonals and all the vertices of P4 are joined to x2. f A* has diagonals 
that lie in the complement of A *, then replacing a portion of the boundary by 
that diagonal enlarges A *. Repeating this we will eventually arrive at an annulus 
with interior vertices and no diagonals. Thus all vertices of Z7 lie in A’. 
We now embed A’ in the plane so thal: Cr and C2 bound faces Fl and 5. 
place a vertex a in Fl and b in F2 and join them to the vertices of their respective 
faces. We now treat two subcases. 
Subc~e 2.1. Circuits C1 and C2 each have at least four vertices. 
produced a triangulation T’ of the sphere (embedded in the plane) 
4-connected unless some circuit of length 3 fails to bound a face. Such a circuit 
cannot lie in A’ because then T would not be konnected. Such a circuit cannot 
involve a or 6 because then one edge of the circuit would be a diagonal of the 
bounding circuit of A”. 
Since T’ is 4-connzted we can apply a theorem of Thomassen [6] which states 
that there is a iltonian path between any two vertices of such a planar graph. 
If we take a miltonian path from a to then deleting the first and last edge 
gives a amiltonian path in A” and thus a miltonian path in T. 
Subcase 2.2. One or both of C 
essentially the same as Case 
not place a new vertex inside the e it bounds in the 
of the face for an end 
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